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ABSTRACT
The growing use of computers and massive storage by individuals is driving interest in digital preservation. The scientific method demands accountability through digital reproducibility, adding another strong motivation for preservation. However, data alone can become obsolete if the interactivity of software required to interpret the data is lost. Virtual machines (VMs) may preserve interactivity however do so at the cost of obscuring the nature of what lies within. Occam, instead, builds VMs on-the-fly while storing and distributing well-described software packages. Thus, the system can track the exact components inside VMs without storing the machines themselves, allowing software to be repeatedly built and executed. For Occam to recreate VMs, it needs to know exactly what software was used within. Through this tracking, such software can even be modified and rebuilt. Occam keeps track of all such components in manifests, allowing anybody to know exactly what is in each VM, and the origins of each component.
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- Applied computing → Digital libraries and archives;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software preservation is an important yet slowly evolving field of study. It was not long ago that the term terabyte was new, yet it is speculated digital data will reach 40 zettabytes by 2020 [23]. An increasingly digital generation uploading every photo and video of their daily life has certainly contributed to this boom. Therefore, a growing interest in data preservation is unsurprising.

However, preserving the mere bits and bytes themselves may not be sufficient to capture the meaning of some artifact. This is already a problem with older files meant for early versions of software. For instance, when storing a Microsoft Word document, it is not enough to simply store the file. These documents do not always render as intended in newer copies of Word, and this represents a form of decay, often called digital obsolescence.

Much like the decay of physical artifacts, it may be difficult to know exactly when an artifact moves from interactive to unusable. In fact, it is difficult to ascertain the effect or rate of decay that might exist in future archives. Yet, it seems intuitive that any effort to mitigate decay will enable better, more sustainable digital archives.

One such solution is to progressively transform artifacts from an older format to a newer platform. In our word processing example, one could convert the document to a more generic format, such as PDF, or a more literal transcription of content and structure with a standard like DocBook XML [2, 7]. In this scheme, the archive allows the original format to obsolesce and provides interaction with the document in more modern contexts. To facilitate this, the archive choses a format to store the data and offers several formats, translated on demand, to view the content. For example, the original document is translated to a stored format, PDF or XML, and a web portal may give you the option of downloading a newer Word document, render HTML, or yield plain text.

Yet, this scheme presumes an optimism about the generality of the chosen storage format, which may itself decay or be hurt by proprietary extensions or changes, such as with PDF. Also, this is an opportunistic solution. If you discover new data, years later, in that same older format, can you still transform it? An archivist may not become aware of a loss of fidelity until after the original is unreadable. Consider data where correctness is subjective or meant to be reinterpreted in new contexts, such as scientific datasets.

In these cases, we argue that in order to best preserve data, it is best to preserve any future interaction with that data. By preserving interactive software that translates or renders content, the data itself is preserved. Interactive preservation ensures fidelity of any artifact is not lost since it promotes storing the original data, which can always be inspected. That is, transformation should not be considered the "necessary" step, and instead the community should design and promote nondestructive processes when possible.

Since software often builds upon a collaborative base of existing software, its preservation must also facilitate the practical archival and reuse of such software building blocks. In this case, the long-term preservation of any application is contingent on tracking the software that is involved in building or running programs, generating data, or visualizing data.
We illustrate the practical application of this level of software preservation by describing Occam, our free and open-source software archival system [19]. Occam not only maintains software packages but preserves the ability to build and run such software and its dependencies. Occam is a general platform to inspect and share artifacts and data, transform data, edit and deploy code, and create and deploy scientific workflows composed of multiple software artifacts. Since all data and computation is contained within the archive, any new data produced is itself preserved alongside the software used to generate it. Thus, the goal is twofold: to be attractive to researchers by being a productive tool, but also be attractive to archivists by treating preservation as a first-class entity.

Throughout this paper, virtual machines and how they are currently used by the community will be discussed. The process of generating virtual machines and the residual tracking of software within those contexts is described. In essence, we describe how Occam is able to track provenance of software artifacts and data in an archival system by direct virtue of this mechanism.

2 SOFTWARE REPRODUCIBILITY

Preserving the past is not the only concern. Technology moves quickly and requires archival practices to be proactive. To truly stave off the deterioration of information, emphasis also needs to be placed on preserving the present. Specifically, preservation and provenance need to be considered in the design of tools, especially those that are commonly used to deploy or distribute work.

When an archive preserves data integrity, the scientific community is one obvious benefactor. The scientific method, first proposed in the 11th century by Ibn al-Haytham [15] and rigorously applied by Renaissance scientists, suggests science is a process that must encourage repetition, lest coincidence be mistaken for cause. In this model, accountability relies on the dedicated and accurate reporting of experimental conditions. However, science is confidently rolling toward total reliance on networks of computers in the derivation and analysis of data, in spite of it being well-known that computation and programming are highly prone to error [8]. Considering errors could be discovered well after publication, it is important the readability of any related data is preserved. Digital obsolescence is, then, an antagonist to scientific repeatability.

There have been many recent efforts to determine the scope of digital research and provide insight on the accountability or lack thereof. In the UK, researchers surveyed said that modern research is impossible without software [14]. Yet, in a reproducibility study within the field of Computer Science (CS), which is obviously dominated by software-backed research, shows that only 32% of recent CS research is reproducible [4]. That is, digital results of typical CS studies cannot be replicated. Other fields have similarly raised this alarm: 90% of scientists of varied disciplines surveyed by Nature opined there is a slight or significant reproducibility crisis [1].

With respect to scientific repeatability, one strategy is to distribute a virtual machine (VM) image for the artifact. First, the software dependencies (libraries and even the operating system itself) are contained within the VM and configured, mitigating a particularly chaotic problem of software distribution. Also, distributing the artifact is simple since a virtual machine can be packaged as a single file using the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) [10] specification.

These VM images can run on a variety of systems using VirtualBox [22] or VMWare [24], and distributed on Zenodo [25], Dropbox [9], the Open Science Framework [21], or similar services.

Since the goal of OVF is to provide compatibility among a set of virtualization tools, the format can describe VM characteristics quite well. However, it does not help describe the application software being executed. Consider the typical layout of a virtualized system shown in Figure 1. Here, the virtual machine manager is a tool such as VirtualBox. The hardware underneath the VM is provided by the individual interested in the artifact. The contents within the virtual machine may be vastly different from one virtual machine to another. The VM abstraction obscures valuable information about the historic interactions between the software within the VM and the software used to build it.

Consider, within a scientific domain, analysis software with a certain level of accuracy. In this case, if there was an error caused by an outside tool (e.g., a different library version) that made the analysis tool less accurate, this error would be obscured since the VM only gives us a view of the artifact as a whole. Such errors can even occur in widely used code, such as a standard library [13], which people tend to assume is correct. However, there is no requirement that metadata is provided about its compilation or even the packaging of the compiler within the VM. If this information were known, scientific work could be tracked and reevaluated when relevant compiler bugs surface.

While a virtual machine abstraction helps the distribution of software, it hinders efforts to understand that software. Our thesis is that this is an unreasonable and unnecessary trade-off. Why distribute a VM with a description of its contents if you could build a VM from that description? Since the product is still a VM, this can only offer greater flexibility at no cost to the quality of preservation or ease. That is, it is much more flexible to track software used in building and running artifacts and creating (and
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provenance in a repeatable manner. Distributing the entire
virtual machine image is then unnecessary as this provenance is its
equivalent. Instead, the problem changes to a software storage and
distribution problem similar to the spaces occupied by distribution
protocols and package managers.

To this end, Occam preserves software as an independent artifact,
which is defined by a set of metadata used to generate a virtual
machine. The main identifier for an object is a multihash in the style
of IPFS [3] computed with the name and type of the artifact and its
initial git commit. While a thorough discussion of these identifiers
is interesting, it is beyond the scope of this paper. Briefly, this style
of hash is useful for federated discovery. When the manifest is
generated, it will contain the hashes of each used artifact, which
can be used to lookup and verify the original artifact.

There are informative, human-readable fields such as name, de-
scription, tags, and authors, which are each useful for discovering
existing artifacts and attribution. The remainder of the fields are
used to build virtual machine manifests. These include values rep-
resenting the expected environment and architecture, which help
the manifest generator decide which backend technology can be
used. There are fields for listing dependencies that link the artifact
to a variety of other software artifacts: software libraries, tools, or
non-executable entities such as datasets or configurations.

In Listing 1, the abridged metadata that describes gcc, a common
C compiler, is shown. The environment and architecture fields are
used to generate a VM capable of providing that system envi-
ronment. In this case, a 64-bit x86 machine with a Linux kernel. The
metadata is then divided into sections build and run for describing
how the artifact is built and executed, respectively. Using these sec-
tions, a separate VM is created for building and running an artifact.
This makes the system very flexible since a VM is generated with
only the exact dependencies required. The dependencies required to
build the object can be omitted from the virtual machine generated
to run the object, and vice versa, reducing the burden of deploying
either. Furthermore, due to storing the short manifest, described in
the next section, that represents the machine, the virtual machine
to build the object can be generated at any point. Meaning, it may
be destroyed after its use.

When a person chooses to build or run an object, its metadata
is given to Occam’s Manifest Manager, which takes an object and
produces a virtual machine manifest. To do this, it analyzes the
metadata for its environment and architecture and determines the
other artifacts within the archive which are required to provide this
system. In the case of gcc, the system it requires is very similar to the
native system. However, we can also support now-obsolete systems,
for instance a “dos” environment in reference to the operating system of many 1980s PCs. In these cases, the Manifest Manager
would select a DOS emulator and add this emulator to the VM to
bridge the required “dos” environment to the, let’s presume, native
“linux” environment of the virtual machine manager.

Since Occam does not treat VMs as the product, it is free to
determine how to run an artifact at the precise time it is needed.
The choice of emulator is not hard-coded. Any piece of software
build dependencies, and how to invoke a build or run.

3 FROM PROVENANCE TO VM

Occam takes the approach that if repeatably executing artifacts is
the goal, then virtual machines are the technology, not the result.
As discussed, OVF and similar formats around containerization are
do not designed around artifact preservation and obscure details about
the software executed within. However, software artifacts should
be distributed along with as much information as necessary to
recreate them. For instance, with properly described software, one
could generate the necessary virtual machine manifest using the
recorded provenance in a repeatable manner. Distributing the entire
virtual machine image is then unnecessary as this provenance is its
equivalent.

Instead of using an emulator, VirtualBox, in order to maintain long-term software preservation.

The idea of having software descriptions as the core mechanic to
preserving software is applied to as much of the system design as
possible. In fact, when a virtual machine manifest is generated, the
result itself is a software artifact. Metadata describing any archived
software is, in a sense, an incomplete manifest which may be instan-
tiated as one or many different virtual machines depending on the
available technology or hardware. In comparison, VM manifests

make use of the same metadata fields as typical artifacts and are
considered complete as their target environment and architecture
match the host machine. Furthermore, the manifests have details
about every piece of software or data residing within the VM. When
Occam executes a manifest, it uses the description to create and
deploy such a VM using the available technology, such as Docker
or VirtualBox. Future technologies (the next Docker or VirtualBox)
are supported simply by writing a plugin that reads a manifest and
executes the appropriate commands or configurations required.

For example, Docker support involves a software artifact that
would represent the base container. Listing 2 shows a piece of a
manifest to build gcc. Here, the base Docker container is the main
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| { "type": "compiler", "name": "gcc", "environment": "linux", "architecture": "x86-64", "build": { "dependencies": [ { "id": "QnIjgYiYzVg0nJzkTcW6jxjQZsGj1ZQxFWJ16r6N5K9s5M","name": "bash", "version": "4.x" } ], "command": ["/bin/bash", "build.sh"] }, "run": { "command": "usr/bin/gcc" } } |

Listing 1: This object, gcc, is a compiler that might be included in a virtual machine to build another piece of software. This metadata describes its platform requirements, build dependencies, and how to invoke a build or run.
software object that runs. This object provides the "linux"/"x86-64" system environment and is responsible for running the objects dictated in the manifest. In this case, it will mount bash and run the provided shell script to initiate the build.

More technically, this Docker base object simply has a booted-down python environment with an initialization script. This script is responsible for ultimately running the software present in the container and runs within the virtual machine. It will simply prepare and execute the intended software artifact. In our VirtualBox environment, this docker environment is ignored and, instead, has its own initialization script, yet a similar process occurs. This flexibility allows for nesting a variety of environments within a single VM to allow obscure software environments the best chance of being usable on any particular system.

Referring back to the Word document example, we could have WordStar as an artifact. When the system is told to view a document, it looks at providing a DOS environment for Wordstar: DOSBox. The system then recurses, asking for the more complete manifest for running DOSBox. In a sense, the manifest provides a path from the host hardware to the requested software through various artifacts in the archive. It would run the Docker initialization script, which would yield to the DOSBox initialization script, which would run the requested software, which opens the requested file. A similar process would happen if you wanted to open that document in Microsoft Word or use a different, perhaps more accurate, emulator. When you change these choices, you would get, on the fly, a different manifest. This flexibility allows us to stave off digital obsolescence by continuously being able to reinterpret the required environments to execute software artifacts.

4 BUILDING THE PROVENANCE ARCHIVE

The manifests described are generic enough to be useful to both Docker and VirtualBox, but their intended purpose goes beyond mere execution. Wrapping artifacts in Occam ensures every invocation is traceable. Indeed, the manifest contains links back to the same versions of software as the first. Some artifacts have data tagged as provenance metadata in the manifest for each object. If a revision refers to a point in time and is represented as a digest and git of being stored with required by that build process, and so on.

Large files are, instead, tagged via a mathematical hash of their content, which is recorded in the manifest. This information can indicate two independent experiments are using the same dataset. This tracking of provenance seems severe. However, it comes at very little cost. A manifest is a simple JSON formatted file (a few kilobytes) and can be stored and distributed alongside the related artifact. The built binaries, in comparison, are vastly larger, often in megabytes or even gigabytes. In the case of gcc, which is one of our largest archived applications, the source code distributable is 101 MiB, the build binaries are 277 MiB, but the task manifest is a mere 64 KiB. When distributing an artifact, it therefore costs very little to also distribute the accompanying tree of manifests.

The manifests described are generic enough to be useful to both Docker and VirtualBox, but their intended purpose goes beyond mere execution. Wrapping artifacts in Occam ensures every invocation is traceable. Indeed, the manifest contains links back to the same versions of software as the first. Some artifacts have data tagged as provenance metadata in the manifest for each object. If a revision refers to a point in time and is represented as a digest and git of being stored with required by that build process, and so on.

Large files are, instead, tagged via a mathematical hash of their content, which is recorded in the manifest. This information can indicate two independent experiments are using the same dataset. This tracking of provenance seems severe. However, it comes at very little cost. A manifest is a simple JSON formatted file (a few kilobytes) and can be stored and distributed alongside the related artifact. The built binaries, in comparison, are vastly larger, often in megabytes or even gigabytes. In the case of gcc, which is one of our largest archived applications, the source code distributable is 101 MiB, the build binaries are 277 MiB, but the task manifest is a mere 64 KiB. When distributing an artifact, it therefore costs very little to also distribute the accompanying tree of manifests.

This tracking may also be seen as superfluous. However, the knowledge of which compiler was used can be instrumental in understanding software errors. It may be true that compiler options change the behavior of software in an unintended manner. Often, this information is lost when distributing software through packaging binaries in archive formats, such as tar or zip. In Occam, we can directly inspect that compiler choice and even, through the system, build dependencies with different compiler versions to inspect the difference. Similarly, older experiments or artifacts can be built using newer compilers, perhaps automatically or at random, and their output compared against a previous invocation.

Listing 2: An abridged and paraphrased task manifest for building gcc. In reality, there are typically dozens of dependencies. One such dependency may even be an earlier version of gcc, which would link to its own task manifest.
In these cases, any inconsistencies can be reported and reviewed in case of either a new flaw or the discovery of an existing flaw that was recently fixed.

To facilitate this tracking, Occam must maintain its own copies of software. This is arguably an ambitious task. However, the software archive has been built around existing package managers, since they are built around similar, albeit somewhat shallower, metadata descriptions. For our purposes, we used the Arch Linux package repository as a starting point. In the Arch User Repository, each software package has some descriptive metadata and a build script. These are manually translated to Occam because Arch Linux allows for cyclic dependencies and presumes a more complete system. However, when the archive becomes similarly complete, it is possible to use Arch packages to update existing objects within the archive automatically. Currently, in spite of this manual effort, Occam houses hundreds of software artifacts which were all built within Occam, and built off of each other such that every piece of software is being tracked, preserved, and versioned.

Other package repositories were used to load the archive with libraries from other important communities. Occam has a plugin system to facilitate the conversion of packages from these external sources. For instance, we easily create Occam objects for any library within PyPI, the Python community’s repository. This was successfully used to archive a runnable copy of Jupyter Notebook, and thus useful to preserve any notebook by simply uploading the .ipynb file as an artifact. Each Python library is tracked along with provenance information, such as the exact URL from PyPI where the package was initially imported. If such a resource, commonly a tar file in the case of a Python library distribution, is pulled from an external source, a hash of its content is tracked in any manifest. Precautions are taken if the external resource disappears or changes. The archive keeps a copy of that external resource and is distributed when it is needed, even if destroyed at its origin, and verified by the content hash.

Scientific accountability is preserved by having generated data (e.g. tables or graphs) point to the software that generated it. If we gathered data from an analysis tool, that tool would point back to the tool, its manifest, and thus every piece of software involved. In our Word document example, if we used software to produce a Word document, that document would, similarly, link back to the exact version of Word that produced it. In this world, when given a copy of a document, that link would carry enough information to run the word processor in order to open the document as intended. Due to the flexibility of the VM generation, the task manifest of the author may be reused. In the case that the reader has, perhaps, a future machine that didn’t exist in the author’s time, a new manifest can be created. If a different application is desired to render the file, a new manifest could be generated. Of course, this hypothetical document could be a graph, an obscure dataset, an older PDF, or even represent an HTML document or webpage where “Word” is analogous to an older version of Firefox or Chrome.

5 THE WELL-DESCRIBED WORLD

By accurately and completely describing software, including the exact tracking of its environment, we can offer long-term preservation. Yet, there is great potential to innovate. For instance, attribution of derived work can very accurately describe each and every software and data contribution. These citations can be automatically generated by looking at the virtual machine manifest. This manifest can be tagged on the output of workflows including graphs, tables, and even papers. This gives us a vision of a much more interactive publishing platform where data links back effortlessly to the software configuration that produced it.

Occam borrows much of its philosophy from package managers, such as npm [18] and aptitude [6]. These systems, due to the responsibility of pulling in software for critical systems, have provenance tracking mechanisms to verify the origin and correctness of said software. This leads us to the interesting prospect that software archival reduces to the same problem space as package management, a position supported by similar projects such as Spack [11]. Therefore, Occam, and similar archives, are well-engineered to become the package managers for not only the scientific space, but for the general public. This is strengthened by any effort to federate the system such that software artifacts are widely available and the archives themselves are decentralized.

In the end, separating the VM from the software artifact allows flexibility in choosing the virtualization platform. One future benefit from this design is the VM image can be changed or optimized. Typically, a VM includes a fixed Linux distribution (e.g., Ubuntu) in the image. However, with Occam, and similar manifest-based systems such as Umbrella [17] or Collective Knowledge [5], at any point this choice can be explored and new platforms could be developed and measured. For instance, a specialized unikernel approach similar to efforts such as MirageOS [16], where you reduce the operating system environment to only what is needed to run the application, is impractical in a generalized context. However, when part of an automated scheme, it now seems reasonable and would likely reduce the footprint and requirements of the virtual machine.

Occam is currently focusing on decentralized distribution and collaboration. Given that software is preserved, how best to allow its discovery? If you import or dust-off data at one institution, how do you discover the software required to understand it that may have been introduced at another? To that end, our design looks toward incorporating federated systems ideas and technologies, such as IPFS [3] and dat [20]. Consider a network of software, data, and the knowledge of their relationship within a widespread cooperative network. Already, the system can import data and determine, without any local knowledge, a list of compatible software and information about how to run that software.

It is here that the community can innovate. Not just to promote digital preservation, but to envision completely new systems that inherently preserve their own ability to compute, and then recompute. Systems that break out of the virtual. Systems that track provenance, and by doing so allow anyone to tear something apart, inspect how it works, how it was constructed, and put it back together again. Systems that can be confidently used by librarians, archivists, scientists, and, perhaps, everybody else.
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